Ministry of Training,
Colleges and Universities

Ministère de la Formation et des
Collèges et Universités

900 Bay Street
Toronto ON M7A 1L2

900, rue Bay
Toronto ON M7A 1L2

Particulars of Notice of Contravention and Review Decision
S. 49(1) Private Career Colleges Act, 2005
Tuesday February 23, 2010
These particulars are posted following the issuance of an administrative penalty
for which a review was requested. Penalties may be reviewed upon request
within 15 days of receipt of a Notice of Contravention. The review decision is
made considering not only the information originally available at the time the
Notice of Contravention was issued, but also any new information not previously
available that may have been supplied in support of the request for a review. On
review, an administrative penalty may be upheld, rescinded or reduced. A review
decision is final.
Original service date: January 14, 2010
Mr. Daljit Bhatti
1639890 Ontario Inc.
o/a Global Driver Training
371 Pine Valley Drive
Kitchener, ON N2P 2V4
Description:
Act. s. 11 – Restrictions on advertising and
soliciting
Global Driver Training operated an active
website http://www.globaldrivertraining.com/
which advertised an AZ license program, a DZ
license program and a forklifting program. The
site states that that this can be achieved
within 6 weeks.

Original
Amount:
$1,000 per
day

Review Decision:
Upheld - The
penalty
accumulated on
January 14, 2009
only.

In an email dated March 5, 2009, the Ministry
informed Global Driver Training in response to
a pre-screening for a program entitled Heavy
Equipment Operator, that they needed to
register both their Professional Truck Driver
Training Program and the Heavy Equipment
Operator program. The Heavy Equipment
Operator program cost $4,895.00 and was
156 hours in length over a period of 6 weeks.
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A phone call was made by ministry staff to
Global Driver Training on January 12, 2010
inquiring about the AZ program. A male
answered the phone and identified the
number as Global Driver Training. He stated
the price for the AZ program to be $2,750.00
with $250.00 for the Z program. The program
would take anywhere from 4 – 6 weeks.
A further phone call by ministry staff to Global
Driver Training on January 13, 2010
confirmed that the AZ program was $3,000.00
and 120 hours in length.
Total: $1,000
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